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Abstract

This paper describes XFRMLEARN, a system that learns sym-
bolic behavior specifications to control and improve the con-
tinuous sensor-driven navigation behavior of an autonomous
mobile robot. The robot is to navigate between a set of prede-
fined locations in an office environment and employs a nav-
igation system consisting of a path planner and a reactive
collision avoidance system. XFRMLEARN rationally recon-
structs the continuous sensor-driven navigation behavior in
terms of task hierarchies by identifying significant structures
and commonalities in behaviors. It also constructs a statisti-
cal behavior model for typical navigation tasks. The behav-
ior model together with a model of how the collision avoid-
ance module should “perceive” the environment is used to
detect behavior “flaws,” diagnose them, and revise the plans
to improve their performance. The learning method is imple-
mented on an autonomous mobile robot.

Introduction
Many state-of-the-art navigation systems consider naviga-
tion as an instance of Markov (TBB

�

98) or partially observ-
able Markov decision problems (KCK96; SK95; NPB95).
They model the navigation behavior as a finite state automa-
ton in which navigation actions cause stochastic state tran-
sitions. The robot is rewarded for reaching its destination
quickly and reliably. A solution for such problems is a pol-
icy, a mapping from states to actions that maximizes the ac-
cummulated reward.

While (PO)MDPs aim at computing “optimal” actions they
are not necessarily designed to generate the “best” behav-
ior. This seeming contradiction has several reasons. First,
the choice of the state space and transitions underlying a
(PO)MDP might not be optimal. Second, solving them ac-
curately might require too much computational resources.
Third, often aspects of (PO)MDPs change over time. Fourth,
their solutions suggest optimal actions only wrt. those pieces
of evidence that are represented in the probabilistic state and
transition models.

As autonomous robots operate in human working envi-
ronments and are to solve dynamically changing sets of
complex tasks, the requirements for adequate behavior, the
ability to adapt quickly to changing circumstances, and com-
petence in dealing with exceptional situations become more
important. Moreover, the variety of events and entities that

might have significant impact on the robot’s performance
yield decision problems with huge state spaces.

(PO)MDPs use a uniform mechanism for action selection
and a parsimonious problem encoding comprising a state
space, a probabilistic state transition model, and probabilis-
tic perception model. In this encoding essential informa-
tion for planning for exceptional situations and reasoning
about situation-specific behavior is inaccessible. Therefore,
the MDP formalism cannot sufficiently satisfy the require-
ments listed above. A more promising approach is to equip
controllers with explicit models of control programs, their
applicability, and the effects of running them.

But how can such explicit models be obtained? In the
classical setting the answer is: they are specified by pro-
grammers. So far, this approach has not been very success-
ful and controllers need sophisticated subsystems to bridge
the gap between the assumptions of highlevel representa-
tions and the operation lowlevel control routines (BFG

�

97).
As a result, high-level controllers often work with symbols
that are not grounded and action representations that do not
capture the temporal structure of the robot’s behavior.

We propose to equip the robot controller with a learn-
ing component that builds up explicit models automatically.
This learning component, called XFRMLEARN, constructs
models of the typical behavior based on statistics collected
from executing subsymbolic MDP controllers. It also re-
constructs the continuous sensor-driven navigation behav-
ior in terms of task hierarchies by identifying significant
structures and commonalities in behaviors. XFRMLEARN
computes symbolic behavior specifications that can approx-
imately reproduce the behavior of the task from these task
models. The symbolic behavior specifications represent the
task structure and control parameters explicitly, abstractly,
and modularly. This explicit representation allows symbolic
inference processes to reason about behavior specifications,
their applicability, and effects. They are therefore valuable
resources for action planning and skill acquisition. Primi-
tive behavior specifications are transformed into sequences
of MDPs in order to compute optimal policies for achieving
them.

We develop our approach to transformational learning
of symbolic behavior specifications in the context of the
RHINO navigation system (TBB

�

98). Conceptually, this
navigation system works as follows. A navigation prob-



lem (a pair of locations
�
s,d � where � is the start location

and � the destination) is transformed into a Markov decision
problem solved by a path planner using a value iteration al-
gorithm. The solution is a policy that maps every possible
location into the optimal heading to reach the target. This
policy is then given to a reactive collision avoidance mod-
ule that executes the policy taking the actual sensor readings
and the dynamics of the robot into account (FBT97).

RHINO’s navigation behavior can be improved because
the path planner solves an idealized problem that does not
take the desired velocity, the dynamics of the robot, the sen-
sor crosstalk, and the expected clutteredness fully into ac-
count. The reactive collision avoidance component takes
these aspects into account but makes only local decisions.
Our aim is to improve the behavior of the original navigation
system significantly but not to make it optimal by finetuning
all possible parameters.

Given an environment model and control over an au-
tonomous robot equipped with a subsymbolic navigation
system XFRMLEARN (1) computes a descriptive model of
the robot’s navigation behavior including a symbolic task
model that represents the structure of navigation behavior
for typical navigation tasks; (2) transforms the tasks in the
task model into symbolic structured behavior specifications
that can reproduce the behavior of the task; and (3) empir-
ically tests the symbolic behavior specifications and revises
them in order to improve the robot’s navigation behavior.
The next three sections will describe these three learning
tasks in more detail. We conclude with a discussion of re-
lated work.

Model Construction
This section describes MC, XFRMLEARN’s subsystem for
constructing descriptive models of the robot’s behavior.
Fig. 1 pictures the input, output, and computational structure
of MC. The input given to MC is an environment model and a
set of predefined destinations (see Fig. 3(left)). The environ-
ment model is a 3D grid-based map that represents the struc-
ture of the environment (rooms, doorways, walls, ...) and the
static task-relevant pieces of furniture (desks, shelves, ...).
The second input is a set of destinations specified through
their coordinates which define the set of standard navigation
tasks. In addition, MC uses the RHINO navigation system as
a resource to acquire data about the navigation behavior to
be modelled.

MC constructs three different models: (1) a local clut-
teredness map that measures the clutteredness of the sur-
roundings of a location; (2) a behavior map which is a very
simple statistical model of the behavior generated by the
subsymbolic navigation system; and (3) a task model that
describes the decomposition of navigation tasks into sub-
tasks. These models allow XFRMLEARN to reason about
and revise the behavior specifications to improve the robot’s
navigation behavior.

MC performs two steps: the exploration step acquires be-
havior traces for learning behavior and task models and the
model construction step generates descriptive models for
the behavior traces. To collect data for model construc-
tion MC performs each predefined navigation task n times.

It performs the navigation tasks by passing them to the
RHINO navigation system, steadily records the robot’s state
(comprising its position, translational and rotational veloc-
ity) while executing the tasks, and stores the state trajecto-
ries as behavior traces.
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Figure 1: Computational structure of MC.

Local Clutteredness Maps. The performance of RHINO’s
navigation behavior is partly determined by the collision
avoidance module resetting the robot’s heading and veloc-
ity based on the immediate perceived obstacles, the robot’s
dynamical state, and its next destination. In a nutshell
the expected interference increases with the clutteredness,
the translational velocity, and the rotational velocity where
the translational and rotational velocity can be partly con-
trolled. The translational velocity can be changed by setting
the robot’s travel mode (fast travel, standard, and doorway
mode) the average amount of rotation can be reduced by
guiding the robot on paths that have maximal clearance.

MC constructs a local clutteredness map as an envi-
ronment representation that provides for every location a
coarse-grained measure of how an ideal sensor model of the
range sensor used for collision avoidance would perceive the
clutteredness around the location. The local clutteredness
maps tesselate the environment into grid cells (in our case
75 � 75cm) and stores for each cell a rough qualitative mea-
sure of clutteredness (high, medium, and low).

The local clutteredness of a grid cell is computed in a
three-step process. In the first step, we use the models of
the sensors used by the collision avoidance and the static
3D model of the environment to compute the expected read-
ings generated by the ideal sensor model (see (BFH97)).
Fig. 2(left) shows the result of this step for two locations
and a sonar sensor at table height. Of course, the sensor
data are too finegrained to take them as a basis for charac-
terizing the situation for the purpose of collision avoidance
behavior. These readings are then condensed into a compact
signature consisting of the minimal distance measured north,
west, south, and east of the robot (Fig. 2(middle)). Finally,
we classify the signatures into three predefined classes. The
first class contains the locations where the sum of the op-
posite readings are smaller than two meters. The second
class contains those for which one pair of opposite readings
is smaller and one pair larger than two meters, and the last
class contains those in which both pairs are larger than two
meters. Thus the first class are those locations the robot per-
ceives as highly cluttered, the second as medium, and the
last one as lowly cluttered. Fig. 2(right) shows the local clut-
teredness map that is computed this way.

The local clutteredness map serves as a resource for ex-



Figure 2: Idealized sonar sensor reading (left). Signature of a sonar reading (middle). Local clutteredness map (right).

plaining strong deviations from expected navigation behav-
ior. It is also the basis for computing the travel mode area
map, a mapping from grid cells to travel mode areas, which
are regions that the robot should be able to traverse well
without changing its travel mode. A region coloring algo-
rithm computes the travel mode area map from the local
clutteredness map by naming the connected grid cells with
the same local clutteredness in the same room with a name.
The highlevel navigation system provides a global register
CURR-BEH-MODE-AREA that contains the name of the travel
mode area that the robot currently traverses and that is up-
dated automatically. Using the register the robot can run
control routines that adapt the travel mode of the robot when
entering particular travel mode areas.
Behavior Maps. The second model constructed by XFRM-
LEARN is the behavior map that represents the typical nav-
igation behavior as a function of the robot’s location. The
behavior map also tesselates the environment into 75 � 75cm
grid cells where each grid cell stores the average transla-
tional and rotational speed that the robot has when it tra-
verses the grid cell. These values constitute the running av-
erage over previous navigation tasks weighted by their re-
cency.

Fig. 4 shows a behavior map for a set of navigation tasks.
The size of the circles represent the translational and their
brightness the rotational speed.

Figure 4: A behavior map for a set of tasks.

The Task Model describes the decomposition of the (pre-
defined) navigation tasks into subtasks and is used for gen-
erating symbolic behavior specifications (see (Sus77)). The
criteria that govern the decomposition of navigation tasks
into subtasks are analogous to those that are applied in struc-
tured programming. Problems that cannot be sufficiently

optimized using a single objective function are decomposed
until they can. Problems that occur in multiple tasks are
turned into subtasks so that their solutions can be used as
subroutines in different plans.

A hierarchical task model that is reconstructed from be-
havior traces after these criteria can be used to construct plan
libraries that avoid redundancies and aim at minimizing the
number of parameters for controlling the behavior, reducing
the complexity of learning as well as planning.

The predefined navigation tasks that ask the robot to get
from one place to another one are shown in Fig. 3(left). This
figure also shows a trajectory in the state variables X and
Y that store the robot’s coordinates within the environment.
The trajectory can be explained in terms of getting to the
destination quickly, avoiding perceived obstacles, and pass-
ing narrow passages.

The construction of a task model consists of two main
steps: (1) the approximation of trajectories through se-
quences of line segments and (2) the identification of com-
mon structures in sets of related navigation trajectories.
Piecewise linear trajectory approximations. Office environ-
ments are designed with navigation being one of their main
functions. Office environments have hallways for fast nav-
igation, furniture pieces are often arranged that there are
pathways to all desks in the offices, etc. If there were no
obstacles, trajectories for navigation tasks would be almost
straight lines. In office environments with typical furnishing
trajectories can be adequately approximated through piece-
wise linear trajectories. The line segments and their connec-
tions prove themselves as good hints where we can look for
qualitatively different behaviors.

The input of the approximation step is a recorded trajec-
tory produced by RHINO’s subsymbolic navigation system
(Fig. 3(left)). The approximation is determined by a simple
recursive algorithm that computes a piecewise linear func-
tion such that no point on the trajectory has a distance to the
line greater than a given threshold � . For the experiments
in this paper we have set � to 20cm. A trajectory and its
approximation is shown in Fig. 3(middle).
Finding Common Subtasks. To find commonalities in nav-
igation behavior, MC retrieves sets of related navigation
tasks, that is tasks that share a common destination or start-
ing point, from the recorded behavior traces.

To compute the subtasks of
� ��� � � where � and � are prede-

fined destination points we first compute the common sub-
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Figure 3: Navigation tasks and trajectories (left). Trajectory approximation (middle). Common subtask (right).

task
� ��� ��� � of all tasks

� � � � � � and then the common subtask� ��! � � � of all tasks
� � � � � � . We then add the decomposition

seq(
� � � � � � , � � � � ��! � , � � ! � � � ) of

� ��� � � to the task model. The� � s and � ! s are called junction points.
In our application, the task hierarchy has depth one. In

general, deeper task hierarchies are generated by applying
the algorithm above to the set of all navigation tasks defined
by the cross product of the junction points. One can think
of the task model as a DAG where the edges represent the
subtask relationship.

To describe the computation of junction points we have to
introduce the notion of distinctive points. Given approxima-
tions of " related trajectories (Fig. 3) distinctive points are
points that (1) connect two subsequent line segments on an
approximation and (2) at least d � k approximated trajecto-
ries intersect its # neighborhood. XFRMLEARN uses 0.6 for

� and 50cm for # , which means for a given distinctive point$ 60% of the " trajectories have a point that is at most 50cm
away from $ .

Given the distinctive points, junction points are computed
by the following algorithm: (1) sort the distinctive points
according to their distance to the common start respectively
destination point; (2) choose the point p with maximal dis-
tance; (3) compute the center of mass of the distinctive
points in the r neighborhood of p and return it as the junction
point � of the related tasks.

Figure 5: Task model for the navigation tasks.

A primitive subtask is a task without further decomposi-
tion. With each primitive task

� � �&%(' � � �)%(' � is associated a
concise trajectory description, a connected sequence of line
segments from � �&%(' to � �)%(' defined by the start point, a se-
quence of intermediate points and the destination point. It
is computed as the piecewise linear approximation of a tra-

jectory generated by executing the task
� � �)%(' � � �)%(' � with the

low-level navigation system.
Fig. 5 pictures the task model generated by XFRMLEARN

for the given set of navigation tasks where the tasks for going
from one junction point to another one are not displayed.
For the 110 predefined tasks XFRMLEARN has identified 78
actions. 22 of them are non-trivial (the ones displayed in
Fig. 5) meaning that they contain intermediate points that
specify the paths to be taken. Each of the depicted subtasks,
which are also the ones that can be expected to require the
most adaptations, are shared by ten tasks.

The task model has several flaws. The first one is that
it overgeneralizes. For example, the tasks for going from a
desk to another desk in the same room goes via the com-
mon junction point. Second, the task for leaving the upper
left room contains a loop. Rather than finetuning the algo-
rithms for constructing the task model we believe that these
problems should be eliminated in the transformational learn-
ing step because any algorithm that needs finetuning for the
construction of the task model will fail when applied to other
problem instances.

Generating Symbolic Behavior Specifications
Our ultimate goal is improving the robot’s navigation behav-
ior by revising the behavior specifications producing the be-
havior. We have already argued in the Introduction that the
representations that MDPs are stated with are too finegrained
for fast transformational learning. XFRMLEARN makes up
more coarse grained symbolic behavior specifications that
can compactly represent various aspects of behavior and be
used to explain behavior. In this Section we will describe
the representation and the construction of these symbolic be-
havior specifications. We will do so by answering two ques-
tions: (1) how can the generalizability of transformational
learning steps be achieved? and (2) what are good behavior
specification to start transformational learning with?

The behavior specification generation step supports gen-
eralizability primarily by modularizing behavior specifica-
tions. By modularity we mean that the structure of the (pre-
scriptive) behavior specifications reflects the structure of the
(descriptive) task model. Modular behavior specifications
are constructed by generating individual behavior specifi-
cations for the primitive subtasks and combining them as
described by the subtask structure of the model. Thus the
revision of a behavior specification associated with a par-



ticular task t is inherited by all behavior specifications that
accomplish t as a subtask.

Behavior specifications for primitive tasks
� � �&%(' � � �)%(' �

are called actions and represented as

action PRIM-TASK-I ���������	��
�����	�����
1 PATH-SPECIFICATION ��������� ����� 
�����
���� ��
 �"!#�$� ����� �
2 TRAVEL-MODE-ADAPTATIONS �&% ��')(*� 
+��� � 
,%)- '�( -.�
where

� $0/21 � �&%(' � $�3 �.4�4�4 � $6571 � �)%(' � are points that con-
strain the path to be taken and

�8 /:9�;</ �.4�4�4 � 8>= 9); = � specify
the set of travel mode adaptations

8@? 9); ?
which means that

the robot is to adapt its travel mode to the mode ; ?
when

entering the behavior mode area
8 ?

.
We initialize actions by setting $A3 ��4�4B4 � $"56CD/ to the in-

termediate points computed for the primitive subtask and
the adaptations list as being empty. An empty adaptation
list means that the robot navigates through the environment
using the default travel mode only. The rationale behind
these choices are: (1) The approximations of the trajecto-
ries generated by the RHINO navigation system (in particu-
lar, the number of intermediate points) give us a good guess
how complex a path-specification for an action should be.
XFRMLEARN tries to keep the number of path constraints
small to reduce the number of possible transformations in a
single transformation step. (2) The RHINO navigation sys-
tem already works reliably and well in office environments.
We expect performance gains mainly by tailoring the navi-
gation behavior for particular environment and sets of tasks.

Before behavior specifications are executed they are trans-
formed into RPL plans. RPL (Reactive Plan Language)
(McD91) provides conditionals, loops, program variables,
processes, and subroutines. RPL also places high-level con-
structs (interrupts, monitors) to synchronize parallel phys-
ical actions and make plans reactive and robust by incor-
porating sensing and monitoring actions, and reactions trig-
gered by observed events at the programmer’s disposal (see
(McD91) for details). The symbolic behavior specification
specifies a sequence of Markov decision problems and a pa-
rameterization of the collision avoidance module that are
solved and executed by the RHINO navigation system. The
pseudo RPL code describes an RPL plan that is constructed
from a symbolic behavior specification.
symbolic-behavior-specification TASK-25 ���

1 with policy whenever CHANGED?
2 � curr-beh-mode-area� do
3 sequentially do
4 if curr-beh-mode-area ��EGF
5 then SET-TRAVEL-MODE � office �
6 if curr-beh-mode-area �$H�I
7 then SET-TRAVEL-MODE � office �
8 if curr-beh-mode-area ��E	J
9 then SET-TRAVEL-MODE � doorway �

10 do sequentially do
11 START-NAV-PLAN

12 �K����F.F+L.L>� L>
�F+I.J�L>� L@��
��&J�M�EG� L>
�F+H@M.EG� L@���N�
13 wait for � navigation-completed?�

The RPL behavior specification consists of a body that
sends a path to be followed to the RHINO navigation sys-

tem and starts the system. After the activation of the naviga-
tion process the body waits for the completion signal. The
execution of the body is subject to a policy, a constraint on
its execution. This policy monitors the global register curr-
beh-mode-area for changes. If the register changes to 51 or
63 the robot’s travel mode is set to office, if it changes to 59
then it is set to doorway.

Transformational Learning
After the initial plan library has been build up transforma-
tional learning uses the local clutteredness map and the be-
havior map as resources and proceeds in a loop with four
steps: explore, analyze, revise, and test. In the explore step
XFRMLEARN performs a set of experiments in order to de-
tect unexpected patterns of behavior. These unexpected pat-
terns that might hint behavior flaws are then detected and
diagnosed in the second, the analyze step. The revise step
applies plan revision rules to the action that produced the
unexpected behavior pattern that modify the behavior speci-
fication of this action.

The learning knowledge is encoded using predefined
predicates: AVG-TRANS-SPEED(p,v ) represents that the
average translational speed at location p is v . Distinctive
points p of an action a are represented by the predicate
DISTINCTIVE-POINT(a,p) and the local clutteredness by
LOCAL-CLUTTEREDNESS(p,c). These predicates are im-
plemented using the behavior map, plan library, and clut-
teredness map.

The Transformation Step
XFRMLEARN will be equipped with a set of transforma-
tional learning rules that are applied to possible behavior
flaws. Up to now we have experimented only with a few
individual rules in isolation. One of these rules is shown be-
low. The rule determines an alternative pair (distance from
the obstacle, speed) for going around a set of obstacles. It
can do this because going around is associated with a dis-
tinctive point.

IF DISTINCTIVE-POINT(p)OQP
LOCAL-CLUTTEREDNESS(p,low )OQP
AVG-TRANS-SPEED(p,high)O

CLOSEST-OBSTACLE(?p,?obst )O
POINT-WITH-MORE-CLEARANCE(?p’,?p,?obst )O
BEHAVIOR-MODE-CLUSTER(?p,?c-name)

THEN MOVE ?p TO ?p’
ADD ?c-name : medium TO TRAVEL-MODE-LIST

This learning rule is applicable if the candidate opportu-
nity is a distinctive point ?p in a cluttered area where the
robot drove slowly. The condition also determines the be-
havior mode area ?c-name of ?p and a point ?p’ with
more clearance than p. The first three condition test whether
a distinctive point might be an opportunity for improving
the robot’s behavior; the remaining three check whether a
move of the distinctive point might be promising. The rule
performs two transformations: one transforms the behavior
specification of the corresponding action the other one re-
vises the coordinates of a symbolic distinctive point. The
modification of the behavior specification is the addition of



a new navigation mode adaptation: if the robot enters the
behavior mode area ?c-name it increases the desired speed.

A second rule specifies: if a waypoint of the toplogical
navigation plan lies in a narrow passage and in the passage
the average rotational speed is high then delete that way
point and substitute it by two other ones: one before and
one after the passage and so that the robot has maximum
clearage in the passage.

Another category of revision rules are triggered by the
task model and the initial behavor specification being faulty.
For example, using the initial plan library derived from the
task model depicted in Fig. 5 the robot goes from DESK-1
in A-111 to DESK-2 in the same room via the junction point
near the door of A-111. This happens because XFRMLEARN
overgeneralizes the plans for getting to DESK-2. Such flaws
are eliminated by rules like this one: if a navigation plan
results in a behavior that is twice as bad as the plan with-
out intermediate points then conditionalize the stored plan
so that it does not apply to the critical situations.

XFRMLEARN chooses an applicable rule, applies it, and
compares the performance of the revised plan with the orig-
inal one. If the revised plan is better than the original plan,
then the revision is incorporated into the plan library.

First preliminary tests with a variation of the first rule
have shown that placing intermediate points such that the
robot passes obstacles with more clearance can reduce the
average time the robot is stuck and has to move away from
the obstacle without making progress towards its destina-
tion by a factor two. We do not want to make claims about
performance gains based on such isolated rule applications.
In our view, revisions performed by XFRMLEARN cannot
be evaluated by comparing the performance of the behavior
produced by the specification for a given task before and af-
ter a single modification and in isolation. We believe that the
overall performance gain has to be tested more globally, for
example by performing a t-test on the behavior map before
and after a series of transformations. At the current stage
of implementation we do not have a library of transforma-
tional learning rules that has enough coverage to perform
such tests.

Related Work
XFRMLEARN can be viewed as an extension of the trans-
formational planning system XFRM (McD92). Using a li-
brary of modular default plans, XFRM computes a plan for a
given compound task and improves the plan during its ex-
ecution based on projections of its execution in different
situations. XFRMLEARN is a first step towards automat-
ically learning such default plan libraries. XFRMLEARN
differs from many approaches that build up plan libraries
by plan compilation/explanation-based learning (LRN86;
Mit90) in that it does not require the existence of symbolic
action representations. In contrast, XFRMLEARN makes up
symbolic behavior specifications by analyzing the behaviors
generated from MDP policies and abstracting them. There
is an enormous amount of work on computing optimal deci-
sions for Markov decision problems (KCK96; KLC95). Re-
cently, Sutton et al. (SPS98) have proposed an approach

for learning macro operators in the decision-theoretic frame-
work using reinforcement learning techniques. However, as
we have already stated we believe that the approach based
on solving MDPs is more tailored for selecting optimal de-
cisions in standard situations than for making control deci-
sions based on projecting courses of action in specific situa-
tions.

The IMPROVE algorithm (LMA98) runs data mining tech-
niques on simulations of large, probabilistic plans in order
to detect defects of the plan and applies plan adaptations to
avoid these effects. Dependency interpretation (HC92) uses
statistical dependency detection to identify patterns of be-
havior in execution traces in order to detect possible causes
of plan failures. The main differences to our approach in-
clude that our approach also learns the symbolic actions and
adapts and improves continuous control processes. Haigh
and Veloso propose a method for learning the situation-
specific costs of given actions (HV98) whereas our approach
aims at learning and improving the actions themselves.

Our ultimate goal is to develop a system for skill acqui-
sition on autonomous mobile robots inspired by HACKER
(Sus77). As Sussman believes that skill acquisition is a pro-
cess of compiling abstract declarative knowledge into exe-
cutable procedures. The last twenty years have shown that
“executable” should mean “executable on physical systems.”
Therefore, we investigate the problem of skill acquisition in
the context of controlling an autonomous mobile robot.

Conclusions
This paper describes XFRMLEARN, a learning component
of an autonomous mobile robot that employs a navigation
system consisting of a path planner and a reactive collision
avoidance system. XFRMLEARN learns symbolic behavior
specifications to control and improve the continuous sensor-
driven navigation behavior. XFRMLEARN detects behavior
“flaws,” diagnoses them, and revises the behavior specifica-
tions to improve their performance. Our next steps in the
further development of XFRMLEARN include the specifica-
tion of a library of transformation rules.

The learning method builds a synthesis among various
subfields of AI: computing optimal actions in stochastic do-
mains, symbolic action planning, learning and skill acqui-
sition, and the integration of symbolic and subsymbolic ap-
proaches to autonomous robot control.

An important issue that still needs to be discussed is that
of generality. In this paper we have only addressed the
navigation problem in indoor environments, first because it
builds the basis for most other tasks for mobile robots and
second because the problem is well understood and solved
in a variety of ways. We believe that our approach car-
ries over to other tasks in which Markov decision problems
are solved and executed by a reactive execution component.
MDPs will try to compute policies that generate the fast tra-
jectories through the state space to the goal state. Where the
real trajectory significantly deviates from the optimal ones
there are often reasons that force the reactive execution com-
ponent to correct the precomputed trajectory and which have
been idealized away in the formulation of the Markov deci-



sion problem. To apply our approach to other problem areas
is on our agenda for future research.

Our approach also takes a particular view on the integra-
tion of symbolic and subsymbolic reasoning processes, in
particular MDPs. In our view symbolic representations are
resources that allow for more economical reasoning. The
representational power of symbolic approaches can enable
robot controllers to better deal with complex and changing
environmants and achieve changing sets of interacting jobs.
This is achieved by making more information explicit and
representing behavior specifications symbolically, transpar-
ently, and modularly. In our approach, (PO)MDPs are viewed
as a way to ground symbolic representations.
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Remark. Due to the fact that our hardware platform has
been broken for several weeks the experiments have been
carried out on our robot simulator. If the paper gets ac-
cepted they will be replaced by runs on the real robot.


